BELOW IS AN OVERVIEW OF THE ELEMENTS INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM

MARKETING

- **Referrals** – Inclusion in our website’s “Find a Provider” search tool and be recognized as a BaleDoneen Member. We will link your directory listing to your website for maximum exposure and credibility.
- **Networking Opportunities** – We are building collaborative, mutually profitable new relationships between medical/dental providers in a variety of ways, including membership in our vibrant BaleDoneen Method® community and through networking events.
- **Brochures** – Fifty (50) dental education patient brochures – Healthy Gums Help Prevent Heart Attacks. Fifty (50) Arteriology brochures. Discounted rates for additional orders.
- **Poster** – BaleDoneen Root Cause Poster
- **Logo** – Use of the BaleDoneen Logo
- **Decal** – BaleDoneen Member Recognition Decal

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

- **BaleDoneen Red Flags** Supplemental Health Form
- **BaleDoneen Health Assessment** Checklist
- **Optimal Care** Oral Health Chart
- **Letter Templates** – New Patient and Referrals

SCIENCE & EDUCATION

- **Published Studies** – Have access to published studies to ensure that you and your patients are kept up-to-date with the latest scientific findings.
- **Monthly Newsletter** – The monthly newsletter included with this program covers cardiovascular disease (CVD) prevention and news, personal stories, heart healthy recipes and more.
- **Monthly Scientific Update Webinars** – In these live one-hour sessions facilitated by Bradley Bale, MD or Amy Doneen, DNP, we share the latest peer-reviewed data that makes our method dynamic and discuss specific patient cases.
- **Lunch-and-Learn Speaker’s Deck** – Being ahead of the printed science positions you as a national and regional expert. You’ll gain access to slide decks with key data from the latest studies that would otherwise take hours to compile, a valuable asset for your speaking engagement presentations.

COACHING / IMPLEMENTATION

- **Access to our Oral Health Liaison**

CONTACT US TODAY!

sales@baledoneen.com
866-217-9272